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Abstract 
The staff time consumed by managing IDFs consumes non-trivial resources; in larger 

environments, full-time employees and even departments dedicate themselves to this function.  

In this paper, I sketch approaches for shrinking the staff resources required to manage such tasks 

as: 

- Basic support in the IDF 

- Patching between station blocks and Ethernet switches to activate jacks 

- Recycling unused Ethernet switch ports 

- Testing newly-activated jacks 

The Basics 

Tools 
IDFs are often poorly lit; we provide technicians with headlamps.  In small environments, we 

store the headlamps in the IDFs themselves; in larger environments, we bundle the headlamps 

with the standard technician tool kit. 
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Figure 1:  Headlamp plus Related Tools in each IDF 

Step Ladders 
Dense IDFs often take advantage of height, with fiber optic shelves and even Cat6 terminations 

located above eye level.  Furthermore, key cabling often runs over ladder rack, well above eye 

level. Technicians end up using overturned trash cans or card board boxes to facilitate their work 

-- increasing the risk of physical injury to staff.  We stash small, foldable step-ladders in 

telecomm equipment rooms. 
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Figure 2:  Technician Employing Step Stool 
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Trash Cans 
Over time, IDFs become littered with cabling detritus, mashed cardboard boxes, and abandoned 

soda cans; facilitate orderliness by installing trash cans, dust pans, and brushes. 

 

 
Figure 3:  Trash Cans et al 

 

Velcro 
Store rolls of velcro in each IDF, to make it easy for technicians to keep cable routing organized. 

 
Figure 4:  Velcro for organizing cable 
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As-Builts 
Laminated as-builts illustrate where to find jacks -- this becomes helpful when you know which 

switch port is servicing an end-station exhibiting pathology, e.g. configured to use the IP address 

of the default router as its own, infected with malware, emitting a high rate of broadcasts or 

multicasts.  These maps helps us then find the afflicted end-station out in the offices, labs, or 

cubicle farms. 

 
Figure 5: Laminated As-Builts on IDF Wall 
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Figure 6:  Close-up of As-Built 

 

Colored Labels 
Each IDF terminates cables from multiple floors; a color scheme indicates where the far end 

terminates.  In the example below, purple tells us that the cable terminates on the 4th floor, while 

orange tells us that the cable terminates on the 3rd floor. 
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Figure 7:  Use of Color in Block Labels 

 

General 
A small shelf in the corner of each IDF facilitates technicians stashing tools, notebooks, and 

other equipment during their IDF stints. 

 

Patch Cabling 
Technicians spend most of their IDF time cross-connecting between station termination points 

and Ethernet switches, using variants on RJ-45 terminated patch cords and cross-connect wire.  If 

we can make this portion of their job easier, we can save substantial time over the years. 

 

Permanent Cross-Connects 
In Wall Punch or Rack Punch designs (in which jack activations are implemented using bare 

wire punched down between blocks), mount spools on the wall, to ease the process of rolling 

cable onto the frame for cross-connecting. 
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Figure 8:  Mount spools in IDF 

 

For Patch Cord designs, the problem is harder -- what lengths to stock in the IDFs?  A significant 

inventory typically requires significant wall-space for hanging those cables, along with the 

discipline to keep this distributed inventory stocked.  In some shops, patch cords are stored in a 

centralized facility because of these challenges ... but centralizing inventory has, in our 

experience, two deleterious effects: 

- Increases technician time, on account of traveling between the stock room and the IDF. 

- Encourages the use of overly long patch cords (technician wants to save the time of 

making another trip to the stock room), which leads to increased cable tangle. 

I have not seen a successful strategy in this area -- if you use one, please drop me a note. 

 

Ad Hoc Cross-Connects 
In Wall Punch and Rack Punch designs, cross-connects require expertise (and a punch-down 

tool).  Occasionally, we want to permit unskilled visitors to install a temporary connection.  To 

this end, we store block-to-block patch cords, e.g. 110-to-110 patch cords or ADC Krone 

HighBand Ultim8 patch cords, in the IDF itself. 
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Figure 9:  110-to-110 4-Pair Patch Cord 

 
Figure 10: Ultim8-to-Ultim8 4-Pair Patch Cord 

 

Unskilled IDF visitors can use these to temporarily cross-connect a jack, thus facilitating those 

urgent one-offs. 

 

The downside of this approach:  permitting the use of these temporary cords requires discipline 

on the part of the skilled technicians, who must then replace them with a permanent cross-

connection (temporarily interrupting service to the jack while they do this) during a future visit 

to the IDF.  I recommend limiting the number of these patch cords stored in an IDF to something 

countably small -- say, two to five -- to prevent creeping cable chaos. 

 

In the photo below, the blue 110-to-110 patch cords are visible on the left. 
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Figure 11:  Store Patch Cords in the IDF 

 

And here's what a deployed temporary patch cord looks like, strung across the frame. 
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Figure 12:  Temporary patch cord installed on frame 

Recycling Ethernet Ports 

Tracking Port Utilization 
Over time, end-stations move, freeing up jacks and, more importantly, ports on Ethernet 

switches.  But on entering an IDF, a technician may see cross-connect wire consuming every 

Ethernet switch port (or associated patch panel jack or Switch Block).  How to identify which 

Ethernet switch ports are actually free, i.e. connected to a jack which no longer services an end-

station?  Tracing cross-connect cable from the switch blocks to the station blocks and then 

visiting the jack out of on the floor is time-consuming. 

 

One approach to mitigating this problem involves querying the management agent on business-

class IDF Ethernet electronics, which maintain a counter of how many bytes of traffic each port  

has received since the switch was last rebooted.  In the lingo, this counter is called ifInOctets and 

is typically queried using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).  An application 

can run once/day, query this counter for every single Ethernet port, and store the result in a 

database.  Then, it can query this database for ports which have not seen traffic for some amount 

of time, e.g. a month, and produce a report listing these unused ports.  In a typical environment, 

any port which has not seen traffic for a month can be safely recycled -- its cross-connect wire 

removed and then reconnected to some jack which is wanting more immediate service. 
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Porter-Report 

In this example, the open-source application Porter-Report (part of the Netops Toolkit) produces 

a report in which the a1-esx Ethernet switch contains zero free ports (time to buy more line 

cards!), the a2-esx Ethernet switch offers one port (port 38) on module 4 which is available and 

another port (43) on module 5 which is similarly available.  And the a3-esx switch offers 

numerous ports on line card 5 which are available. 

 
# Switch          Slot Idle Ports 

# --------------- ---- ------------------------------------------------------ 

a1-esx            3                                                              

                  4                                                              

                  5                                                              

 

a2-esx            3                                                              

                  4    38                                                        

                  5    43                                                        

 

a3-esx            3                                                              

                  4                                                              

                  5    24,26,28,33-35,39-42 

 

 

The Porter-Report supports meta-analysis of a switch population, summarizing active / idle ports 

 

porter-count-report.txt 
# Fast   = 10Gig or better 

# Slow   = 1Gig  or lesser 

# 

#                     All Flavors           Slow Ports           Fast Ports 

# Switch        Active  Idle   Total  Active  Idle   Total  Active  Idle   Total 

--------------- ------ ------ ------  ------ ------ ------  ------ ------ ------ 

a1-esx             144      0    144     144      0    144       0      0      0 

a2-esx             142      2    144     142      2    144       0      0      0 

a3-esx             134     10    144     134     10    144       0      0      0 

 

porter-percentage-report.txt 
# Fast   = 10Gig or better 

# Slow   = 1Gig  or lesser 

# 

# '-'    indicates that the Switch does not contain ports of that flavor 

# 

#                  All Ports %     Slow Ports %    Fast Ports % 

# Switch           Active  Idle    Active  Idle    Active  Idle 

---------------    ------  ----    ------  ----    ------  ----  

a1-esx                100     0       100     0         -     - 

a2-esx                 99     1        99     1         -     - 

a3-esx                 93     7        93     7         -     - 
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SwitchMap 

And here is similar output from a graphically oriented tool called SwitchMap.  This tool uses 

Ethernet link rather than ifInOctets to determine whether or not a port is active. 

 

 
 

Retiring Cross-Connects 
Retiring defunct cross-connects is critical to maintaining a constant cost of IDF Moves / Adds / 

Changes (MAC) work -- doing this puts downward pressure on cable density and cable tangle.  

Making this process easy for technicians is thus critical to maintaining IDF health:  technicians 

abandoning defunct cross-connect cable in-place functions as a warning that this IDF has entered 

a death spiral. 

 

In the Wall Punch and Rack Punch designs, retiring a cross-connect is relatively easy -- 4-pair 

wire has a low coefficient of friction and slides easily against its neighbors, supporting tracing, 

tear-down, and removal of the defunct cross-connect.  In Patch Panel designs, this can be harder 

-- the friction of the plastic sheathing, along with the added volume and weight of the sheathing, 

makes patch cord removal difficult.  One approach is to simply sacrifice defunct patch cords -- 

use snips to cut the defunct patch cord into chunks -- this greatly facilitates the process of retiring 

the cord. 

 

In some cases, we find that we want to preserve the activation of some jacks even if the Porter-

Report or equivalent flags them for re-use:  conference room jacks, offices supporting staff with 

intense travel schedules (i.e. their office's Ethernet ports do not see increases in ifInOctets for 

months at a time), and VIP locations being common examples.  In these cases, we re-print the 

switch block labels, using red as the background color -- a "Don’t touch" warning -- in this 

example, ports servicing both current and future Wireless Access Points. 
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Figure 13:  Red Labels Flag Permanent Cross-Connects 

Occasionally, we encounter a fried Ethernet port.  Rather than taking the time to replace the 

entire 48-port module (or 1RU stackable switch), we prefer to flag the port as 'Bad', to inhibit 

technicians from attempting to cross-connect it.  To do this, we install a clip on top of the 

relevant Ethernet switch port block. 
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Figure 14:  Black Clip blocks access to bad Ethernet switch port 

 

Constant Move/Add/Change Costs 
Here we see a two-decade-old IDF employing many of these techniques, in which the cost of 

MAC has remained constant across its two decades of operation.  This particular IDF employs 

the Wall Punch design implemented on ADC Ultim8 blocks.  This IDF terminates ~1500 station 

cables, of which ~270 are currently active.  Several temporary block-to-block path cords are 

visible.  Cable management remains tractable, with plenty of room for growth. 
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Figure 15:  Constant MAC Costs across Two Decades of Operation 

Trouble-shooting 

Daily 
Shops vary in how much testing they want, after a cross-connect has been performed.  In some 

environments, the cable plant and Ethernet electronics are so reliable that testing jacks after 

activation wastes technician time -- problems are too rare.  In other environments, a range of 

issues makes testing jacks after cross-connecting worth everyone's time. 

 

Typical causes of misbehaving jacks; 

1. Incorrectly labeled jacks or station blocks 

2. Faulty wiring 

3. Punch-down cross-connect errors (pair flipping, inch-worming, shards from previous 

cross-connects) 

4. Faulty patch cords 

 

We equip every desktop support technician with a Fluke LinkSprinter.  After cross-connecting in 

the IDF, the technician visits the jack and inserts the LinkSprinter. 

 

The LinkSprinter detects PoE and powers itself accordingly, automatically executing its test 

suite.  Alternatively, if the Ethernet Switch Port provides no PoE, it powers itself from a pair of 

AA batteries, detects link, and automatically executes its test suite. 
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Here we see a LinkSprinter declaring a particular jack fully-functional: 

 
Figure 16:  LinkSprinter Success 

The LinkSprinter's (5) green lights report as follows (from bottom to top): 

- PoE detected 

- Ethernet link detected and maximum speed / duplex negotiated 

- DHCP address acquired 

- Default router pinged 

- TCP connection to www.google.com succeeded (this address is operator-configurable) 

 

With each link tested, the LinkSprinter emails a one-page report offering detail; this report is also 

visible via a browser-over-WiFi Web interface -- the technician can employ their mobile device 

to connect to the LinkSprinter to view this interface.  Here we see the email version of the report: 

http://www.google.com/
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53V 

 

1000 FDx 
Advertise: 10/100/1000 HDx/FDx 
Rx Pair: All 
Polarity: Normal 

 

p1n-esx.company.com 
Port: GigabitEthernet3/0/1 
VLAN: 16 
Voice VLAN: 316 
Model: cisco WS-C2960X-48FPD-L 
IP/MAC: 010.228.016.005 

 

10.228.18.9 
Server:  10.228.40.10 
Subnet: 255.255.252.0 
DNS1:  10.228.40.10 
DNS2:  10.228.40.80 
Config:  DHCP 

 

10.228.16.1 
Public IP:  64.227.253.1 
Ping (ms): 1, 1, 1 

 

www.google.com:80 
IP: 173.194.79.104 
Connect (ms): 8, 8, 9 

Figure 17:  LinkSprinter Reports Success 

Here we see a LinkSprinter reporting no PoE (the bottom-most icon, the lightning bolt, remains 

dark) and no Internet (the cloud icon at the top is orange rather than green). 

http://www.google.com/
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Figure 18:  LinkSprinter sees No PoE and no WWW 

Here we see a LinkSprinter reporting Link Trouble (the chain-link icon colored orange) 
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Figure 19:  LinkSprinter Reports Link Trouble 

Examining the report for the above test, we can see that pins 3 and 6 are receiving normally.  

This suggests that: 

(a) Pins 1 and 2 are transmitting normally 

(b) Something is wrong with at least one of pins 4, 5, 7, or 8. 
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Figure 20:  LinkSprinter Link Trouble Report 

The LinkSprinter is not a certification tool -- just because a connection passes the LinkSprinter 

test suite does not mean that it is trouble-free.  Nevertheless, in our experience, the LinkSprinter 

flushes out the common problems. 

 

Occasionally 
Typically, the LinkSprinter can identify a problem but not diagnose it.  For example, the 

LinkSprinter can identify Link Troubles, perhaps a connection which auto-negotiates to 100Mb/s 

rather than 1Gb/s, as in Figure 18, but cannot tell us why this happened.  When the LinkSprinter 
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reports Link Trouble, we bring out the LinkRunner. 

 
Figure 21:  LinkRunner 

 

For its basic Automated Test function, the LinkRunner looks somewhat like a LinkSprinter with 

a built-in screen: 
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Figure 22:  LinkRunnre Success 

 

Testing from Station Blocks to Jack 
However, it sports other functions, including a wire map function.  In this mode, we insert a 

WireMap plug into the jack 

 
Figure 23:  WireMap Add-on for LinkRunner 

then walk to the IDF carrying the LinkRunner. 
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In a Wall Punch or Rack Punch IDF, we need a station-block-to-RJ-45 cable, here are 110 and 

Ultim8 versions: 

 
Figure 24:  110-to-RJ45 Patch Cord 

 
Figure 25:  Ultim8 to RJ-45 Patch Cord 

 

  

 

which we store on the frame in the IDF (the green cables are the 110-to-RJ-45 Patch Cords): 

 
Figure 26:  Hang Patch Cords on IDF Frame 
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One end plugs on top of the station block while the RJ-45 end plugs into the LinkRunner.  The 

result is a Wire Map graphic: 

 
Figure 27:  LinkRunner WireMap -- Success 

 

The WireMap helps us drill into Link Troubles between the station blocks and the jack itself, i.e. 

across the structured, horizontal cabling.  Here we see a cable for which we are missing four pins 

entirely (4, 5, 7, and 8), while the surviving pins are crossed over.  This is the same cable for 

which the LinkSprinter produced Figures 17 and 18. 
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Figure 28: LinkRunner WireView -- Troubles 

 

Testing from Switch Blocks to Switch 
Alternatively, the same Block to RJ-45 patch cable allows us to plug the LinkRunner into the 

Ethernet block.  In theory, problems in this direction could arise from errors in the Switch 

Harnesses.  However, these are factory-tested; in my ~20+ years using these products, we have 

never seen an error:  problems in this direction typically arise from the Ethernet switch:  disabled 

ports, misconfigured ports (wrong VLAN), or failed ports. 

 

Here we see a shot from a troubled run, including a mangled 110-Block C4 clip at ~18m away.  
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Figure 29:  Mangled C4 Clip 

ADC Ultim8 / Krone 
The ADC Ultim8 blocks support a unique capability -- patch cords override the existing cross-

connect -- this allows you to leave your cross-connect in place while testing the pathway to the 

jack and then the pathway to the Ethernet switch.  By contrast, in the 110 block world, you must 

first tear down your cross-connect before testing in either direction. 

 

Furthermore, the ADC Ultim8 blocks mount on rails, which makes examining and repairing 

back-side issues relatively easy:  with the minor application of force, the block pops of the 

mounting rail and can be twisted around for inspection.  This design also makes minor shuffling 

of blocks relatively easy, given sufficient cable slack. 
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Figure 30:  Rail-Mounted Ultim8 Blocks 

 

As an aside, the jack labeling scheme here works as follows:  {Building Level}-{Room}-

{Faceplate}-{Position}.  In this example, the far end is located in Building D, Level E, Room 

465, the first Faceplate, positions C and D (four-port Faceplate:  the block in the technician's 

hand feeds positions A and B). 

Summary 
Most operational processes benefit from incremental improvements; the job of maintaining 

Datacom rooms is no exception.  This job can be streamlined using a range of tools, techniques, 

and tactics, including: 

 Basic lighting, stool, and trashcan deployments 

 Streamlining patch cord / cross-connect wire access 

 Recycling Ethernet ports -- and in particular retiring defunct cross-connects 

 Providing tools for trouble-shooting connections 

   

Here we see a two-decade-old IDF, using the Wall Punch strategy and ADC Ultim8 blocks, 

terminating ~1500 station cables, of which ~270 are currently active.  Cable management 

remains tractable, with plenty of room for growth.  At no point have we performed an IDF burn-

down, on this or any of the other 60+ IDFs on this campus. 
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Figure 31:  Two-Decade-Old IDF Still Maintainable 

Credits 
Thank you to the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center for sharing photos of their facilities. 

Fred Hutch supports a population of 10,000 active Ethernet ports delivered on a NetIG / ADC 

Ultim8 Block Wall Punch design, first installed in 1995, most recently by Sasco. 

http://www.fredhutch.org 

http://www.netig-llc.com 

 

Thank you to the Allen Institute for sharing photos of their facilities.  The Institute supports a 

population of 1,500 active Ethernet ports delivered on a PowerCom / Ortronics 110 Block Rack 

Punch design, first installed in 2015 by PowerCom. 

http://www.alleninstitute.org 

http://www.callpowercom.com 

 

Thank you to Brian Youngstrom for providing the high-quality photos. 

http://www.fredhutch.org/
http://www.netig-llc.com/
http://www.alleninstitute.org/
http://www.callpowercom.com/

